
D&T or Art  

Big Question: How do artisans create textiles ? 

Textiles - Weaving  

 explore and evaluate a range of existing products. 

 use research to develop design ideas through dis-

cussion, annotated sketches and prototypes  

 select from and use a range of materials and com-

ponents 

 select and use a range of tools to perform practi-

cal tasks (e.g. cutting, shaping, joining and finish-

ing) 

 Evaluate the product for function, appeal and 

quality. 

  

English skills:  Core Book/Texts:  

Newspaper reports 

 Identify key features of newspaper 
reports 

 Use genre features in composition 

 Grammar skills including: reported and direct speech  

 Third person and past tense 

 Specific and technical language 

 Comprehension of non-fiction texts using VIPERS 
(Vocabulary, Infer, Predict, Explain, Retrieve and Sum-
marise) 

 Vocabulary building—creating own thesaurus  

 Handwriting: practising joins for fluency and legibility 

 

P.E Focus:  

Due to current restrictions outside PE will be a focus 

Skills in Football 

 Use feet to control the speed, direction and height of the 

ball 
 Develop the appropriate kicking and dribbling techniques to 

meet the demands of the task  
 Work as a member of a team to outwit the opponents 

Skills in Tennis 

 Hit the ball with varying speed, height and direction  

 Use a range of strokes to control the ball 

 Use skills and tactics to outwit opponents when playing  

 

Emotional well  being 

and mindfulness 

Five to Thrive—whole school project  

 Activities to boost physical and mental 

wellbeing of children in the classroom 

 Also, it will be super fun and a simple 

way to help raise money for BBC Chil-

dren in Need.  

 Included is a daily 5-minute energiser 

created especially by Joe Wicks 

 Circle time, mindfulness activities and 

class bonding games. 

 

 PSHE  skills—HeartSmart Focus cont. 

 

 Gunner—the stray dog (value and purpose) 

  Make the right choice 

 Unexpected treasure 

  My story 

  Under pressure—recognising peer pressure 

and thinking of how to respond 

 

Maths skills:  

 Statistics 

 Use line graphs to solve problems  

 Read and interpret tables  

 Read and interpret two-way tables  

 Read and interpret timetables  

Multiplication and Division 

 Multiples, factors and common factors 

 Prime and composite numbers 

 Square and cube numbers 

 Multiply by 10, 100 and 1,000  

 Divide by 10, 100 and 1,000 

History or Geography Skills and Knowledge 

Big Question: What is a mountain? (What is the 

difference between a mountain and a hill?) 

 Use secondary sources to identify moun-

tains and ranges in the UK and around the 

world  

 Use mapping skills, four-figure grid refer-

ences and contours to identify features 

 Describe how mountains are formed. 

 Understand the geographical, climatic 

and landscape similarities and differences 

between countries.  
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Our Focus in Year 5 is the  

Explorers 

 

 

 

 

 

Autumn Term 2 

Religious Education 

Big Question: What do the miracles of Jesus teach ? 

Reflect upon: 

 Do People Have To Visit Specific Places For Mira-
cles To Happen or Is It a Question of Faith? 

 What Do The Miracles of Jesus’ Ministry Teach             
Christians About Being The ‘People of God?’ 

BIG question: What we can learn from wisdom 

Reflect upon: 

 Why is wisdom important? 

 What wisdom can you offer and from where does 
this wisdom come? 

______________________________ 

  What Makes a Piece of Artwork Sacred?Advent 
and Christmas 

Science Skills 

Big Question: Which changes in materials are 
reversible? 

 Demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and 

changes of state are reversible changes. 

 Explain that some changes result in the 

formation of new materials, and that this 

kind of change is usually irreversible. 

 Use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases 

to decide how mixtures might be separat-

ed, including filtering, sieving and evapo-

rating. 

Curriculum  enrichment 

French—colours and animals 

 Read and understand the main points in a 

short written text.  

 Use context or a dictionary to work out un-

known words.  

Music  

 Music provided by DaCapo 

 Show high , low duration on a graphic score 

 Create rhythmic phrases of a bar or more 

 

Key Vocabulary we will learn 
 

Mountain 

Summit 

Avalanche  

Peak 

Ledge 

Volcano 

Plateau 

Vault-block 

Dome 

Fold 

Mountaineer 

Expedition 

Piton 

Crevasse 

Base camp 

Sherpa 

Altitude 

Contour  


